A changing climate and its effects on where species occur

case study

Bioclimatic modelling (also referred to
as species distribution modelling) is a
commonly used tool for predicting the
impacts of climate change on
biodiversity.
This approach provides reasonably
good estimates of potential range
shifts with climate change, and is thus
thought to be a valuable tool for
developing an understanding of the
potentially dramatic impacts of climate
change on species’ distributions.
Briefly explained, authors model the
bioclimatic envelope of selected
species under current climatic
conditions to identify climatic variables
that limit the species current
distribution. Based on these results,
they then predict the distribution of
the climatic envelope of the species
into the future according to various
climate change scenarios.
When estimating whether species will
experience either range contractions
or expansions, it is assumed that
species can either track shifting
climatic envelopes (unlimited dispersal

scenario), or will only persist in areas
where current and future climate
envelopes overlap (no dispersal
scenario).
The team at Centre of Excellence in
Natural Resource Management
(CENRM) have modelled a whole range
of species in terms of climate
sensitivity and the results for jarrah
and karri are presented here, as they
are key species in the forests of the
South West.

We intended the output from
application of the framework to readily
facilitate the selection of species (and
With regards to the aquatic fauna,
areas) to be prioritised for
given that aquatic biodiversity in south
management, i.e., to answer: Which of
-western Australian rivers are faced
the species assessed may be at
with multiple threats including ongoing
greatest risk in the future? What
climate change, it represents an ideal
factors contribute most to their
model region to assess the
vulnerability? Where in the landscape
vulnerability of its aquatic fauna to
they are located?
environmental change.
Finally, we also aimed to ensure that
The aim of this study was to develop
the framework developed be
and apply a vulnerability framework
repeatable for assessing aquatic
that addresses three key threats
species vulnerabilities in other
(climate change, secondary salinization
catchments in south-western Australia.
and nutrient enrichment) faced by
these species.
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More specifically, the principle
objectives of this study were (i) to
develop a simple, points-based
framework for assessing aquatic
species vulnerability to multiple
threatening processes in southwestern Australian aquatic systems,
and (ii) to apply the framework to
selected species in a case study system
(Blackwood River catchment).

This project is supported by the South West Catchments
Council, through funding from the
Australian Government’s National Landcare Program.

Overview

capacity scores to generate three separate threat
vulnerability indices, one each for climate change (CCVI),
For the aquatic species, CENRM have adopted a modified secondary salinization (SSVI), and nutrient enrichment
scheme based on existing climate change frameworks, but (NEVI).
have tailored the framework for south-western Australian As each criterion was scored as either low (score of 1),
aquatic biodiversity.
moderate (2) or high (3) vulnerability, a higher index value
Recognising that assessing the vulnerability of species to (maximum possible value for each threat of ‘27’) indicates
threats requires consideration of all aspects of vulnerability, greater vulnerability.
we have developed a quantitative, points-based framework
for scoring species for three selected threatening
processes: climate change, secondary salinization, and
nutrient enrichment (Figure 1).

By summing the three indices, we obtain an overall Threats
Vulnerability Index (TVI) for each species (maximum
possible value for four threats combined is ‘81’), with equal
weighting contributions from the three threats.

For each of these threats considered, we score species on a
scale of ‘1’ (low vulnerability) to ‘3’ (high vulnerability) for
exposure (extent to which a species is exposed to the
threat), sensitivity (degree to which the species is likely to
be affected) and adaptive capacity (opportunities that exist
to ameliorate the sensitivity or exposure to a given threat).

Although we have not applied any weighting, it is possible
that users of this framework might choose to weight
particular threats for their target areas.

Overall TVI scores were standardised, so that scores
potentially ranged from ‘3.7’ (all criteria for all components
of each threat scored a value of ‘1’) to ‘100’ (all criteria for
For each species and each threat assessed, we multiplied all components of each threat scored a value of ‘3’).
the exposure score by the sensitivity and the adaptive

Figure 1. Outline of points-based framework for scoring the exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity of species to the threatening
processes of climate change, secondary salinization, and nutrient enrichment.
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Range changes for different species
All three species shown in this case study will likely experience major range changes, particularly the karri – the projected
high emissions scenario for karri in 2080 actually predicts that there will be no suitable climate area for the species
remaining in the South West.

Figure 2: Example of SDM results showing climate suitability of Galaxiella nigrostriatal (black-striped minnow). (A) Current climate suitability,
(B) climate suitability by 2080 under high emissions scenario, (C) region of current suitable climate, and (D) region of suitable climate by 2080
under high emission scenario.
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Figure 3: Example of SDM results showing climate suitability of Eucalyptus diversicolor (Karri). (A) Current climate suitability, (B) climate
suitability by 2080 under high emissions scenario, (C) region of current suitable climate, and (D) region of suitable climate by 2080 under high
emission scenario.
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Figure 4: Example of SDM results showing climate suitability of Eucalyptus marginate (Jarrah). (A) Current climate suitability, (B) climate
suitability by 2080 under high emissions scenario, (C) region of current suitable climate, and (D) region of suitable climate by 2080 under high
emission scenario.
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Data reliability
All models are based on the best data available at the time (2015), but are subject to the assumptions and errors associated with this high
level type of modelling. As such, these results are only projections, and can only give an indication of what may happen in the future.
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Call to action
The NRM and conservation communities need to discuss the options openly with regards to where
revegetation and species introductions could possibly occur, taking these projections into account, as
species chosen for either revegetation projects or introduction may not be suitable for the proposed
areas under future climates.
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